Fall 2013 - present

GABS INTRAMURAL TEAMS
Softball
Fall 2013-Spring 2014 semesters

Captain: Andy Schumpert
Top Row: Troy Huth, Feng Gao, Nicole Reilly, Varun Chadrakeshkar, John MacArthur, Andrew Vaughn, Andy Schumpert, CJ Bequette, Brian Grieve, Daniel Hughes, Evan Hunter, Marvin Brown, John Bonaparte

Middle Row: Ellen Richardson

Bottom Row: Sara Johnson, Katie Allen, Ashley Kalinski, Laura Enzor, Lauren Vaughn, Heather Mentrup, Emily Goldman, Rachael Stewart

Not Pictured: Kate Levasseur, Matt Greenwold, Tim Hines, Sean Curren
FIRST WIN!!

Back Row: Lauren Vaughn, John MacArthur

3rd Row: Ellen Richardson, Andrew Vaughn, Andy Schumpert, CJ Bequette

2nd Row: John Bonaparte, Rachael Stewart, Brian Grieve, Marvin Brown

Front Row: Emily Goldman, Ashley Kalinski, Katie Allen

Not Pictured: Feng Gao (photographer)